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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10076-10148
SECRET 70187

DIRECITE WAVE 8637
RYBAT TYPIC GEKFOR AMWEE COMM

REF A WAVE 8575 (IN 74602)
B WAVE 8479 (IN 73386)

1. FULL IS TRANSLATION REF A: MSG 47. AMWEE-1 TO CASE OFFICER.

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR ME TO GO MIAMI 6 DEC BECAUSE I AM COMING OUT FOR 7
DAYS TO PURCHASE MANY THINGS FOR THE EMBASSY. IN ADDITION WE DO
NOT HAVE VISAS FOR RETURN TO MEXICO. ONE MUST REQUEST THEM IN MIAMI,
LOSING MUCH TIME. EMBASSY CANNOT INTERVENE BECAUSE I AM NOT AUTHORIZED
GO MIAMI (AS COURIER) AND I MUST RETURN (THREE GROUP GARLE)
13 DEC. I COULD GO MIAMI 6 DEC IF I AM ASSURED OF RETURN VISA TO
MEXICO BUT THERE ARE MORE (TWO GROUP GARLE) WHICH IN (26 GROUP
GAREL)".

2. FYI AMWEE-1 ARRIVED MEXICO 6 DEC AND NOTIFIED US ME PROCEEDING
MIAMI VIA NEW ORLEANS SAME DAY. VISA PROBLEM WILL BE TAKEN CARE
OF AT THIS END. IN RESPONSE TO REF B AMWEE-1 SIGNalled NIGHT
5 DEC THAT WE SUCCESSFUL DEAD DROPPING AMWARM V/T GEAR.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: RE GEKFOR MSG